Zach Zubow’s compositions have been featured on numerous new music conferences and festivals throughout the United States and abroad. Zach was named regional winner in the 2011 SCI/ASCAP Student Composition Competition Award for his string quartet “Sundown,” which has also won the 2012 College Music Society Mid-Atlantic Composition Award. He was also the 2011 first prize recipient for the Five College Composition Competition hosted by the University of Massachusetts for his alto saxophone and percussion duo “Rounded Angles” and first prize winner of the 2012 College Music Society Southern Region’s Composition Competition for his piece for found percussion titled “Hiking the Cascade Creek Trail.” As well as composing, Zach has presented his research regarding beat class transformations in Ligeti’s Etude No. 4, “Fanfares,” from Ligeti’s first book of études that will be published in the online journal Proceedings for the New Music Festival at the University of Central Missouri. A new CD of works produced by ABLAZE Records titled Millennial Master Series was released in October 2011 that features “Nebulize” for flute and tape performed by Dr. Rebecca Aske. Zach has received degrees from Luther College, Illinois State University and is now pursuing a Ph.D. in music composition at The University of Iowa. For more information please visit www.zachzubow.com.
Brian PENKROT  
*Souviens per la fausse*  
is a line from the Fin Amour ballade *Adieu Vous Dî*, commonly attributed to Solage. The line is thanking Fortune for allowing the protagonist an hour to remember things as he wanted as opposed to the way they happened. Seizing upon this imagery, I wanted to create a version of the same ballade, remembered incorrectly. The melodic material is all derived from the harmonic series of the original three parts. The electronics are a mixture of the original ballade (as performed by the Gothic Voices) and processed bassoon samples.

Brian Penkrot is an American composer of concert, film, and stage music. Brian is originally from Chicago, but has lived and worked in cities across the United States. He is a guitarist and conductor with additional studies in violin, piano, drum set, vocal performance, improvisation, film, and dance. He received his Master of Music degree from the University of Nevada-Las Vegas and his Bachelor of Music degree from Columbia College in Chicago. For a full listing of news and upcoming performances, please visit his website at www.briampenkrot.com.

Shane HOOSE  
*Recoil*  
is my latest electro-acoustic composition. The work incorporates a wide variety of sonic material; however, most of the sounds are firearm-related in some way. Hence the title — *Recoil*.

Shane Hoose is a graduate of Bowling Green State University (M.M.) and Ball State University (B.M.) and is currently pursuing a doctorate in composition at The University of Iowa. Recently, he was a finalist in the Music Teachers National Association (MTNA) Composition Competition. He composes both acoustic and electro-acoustic music. He is currently an adjunct instructor of music at Kirkwood Community College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. His mentors in composition include Lawrence Fritts, David Gompper, and Elainie Lillios.

Jason GREGORY  
*Bucolica*  
is based on a poem of Vergil. It endeavors to capture the feelings of the poem, a dialogue to Romans.

Jason Gregory is a master's student in music composition and a graduate assistant in music for The University of Iowa's dance department.

Zach ZUBOW  
*Copenhagen Wheel*  
A Copenhagen wheel is a "smart" attachment for the rear bicycle wheel that stores the energy created when pedaling and braking the bicycle. This energy can then be harnessed to give the bicycle an extra boost of energy when pedaling up a hill or whenever the rider needs a little extra help.
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